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Abstract— Today’s business world has become totally digitalized. Due to the enormous popularity of the
internet and other electronic network, we prefer to offer the documents through the digital networks. As the
organization progresses into the more technological environment, the amount of the digitally stored data
increases dramatically, but keeping the track on data used in any organization is no longer as easy as before.
While doing business we need to maintain the sensitive and confidential data. If the confidential data is
leaked from the organization then it may influence on the organization heath. Data leakage is the
unauthorized transmission of data or information within an organization or from an organization to the
external destination. The data stored in any device can be leaked in two ways; if the system is hacked or if the
internal resources intentionally or unintentionally make the data public. Hacking can be prevented by
carefully configuring your Firewalls and other security devices but if the internal resources makes the data
public then we must have some preventing solutions.DLP is used to identify sensitive content by using deep
content analysis to per inside files and with the use if network communications. DLP is mainly designed to
protect information assets in minimal interference in business processes.
Keywords— sensitive data, data leakage, internal attack, external attack, data leakage prevention
I. INTRODUCTION
Data loss is a loss of data that occur on any device that stores data. It is a problem for anyone that uses a
computer. Data loss happens when data may be physically or logically removed from the organization either
intentionally or unintentionally. The data loss has become a biggest problem in organization today where the
organizations are in responsibility to overcome this problem.
Data Leakage is an incident when the confidentiality of information has been compromised. It refers to an
unauthorized transmission of data from within an organization to an external destination. The data that is leaked
out can either be private in nature and are deemed confidential whereas Data Loss is loss of data due to deletion,
system crash etc. Totally both the term can be referred as data breach, has been one of the biggest fears that
organization face today.
Data Leakage Prevention (DLP) is a computer security term which is used to identify, monitor, and protect
data in use, data in motion, and data at rest [1]. DLP is used to identify sensitive content by using deep content
analysis to per inside files and with the use if network communications. DLP is mainly designed to protect
information assets in minimal interference in business processes. It also enforces protective controls to prevent
unwanted incidents. DLP can also be used to reduce risk, and to improve data management practices and even
lower compliance cost.
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As organization was facing issues with data loss, the objective of our paper is to analyze the evaluation of
how well DLP fills security gap in comparison with previously used technology in a motive to solve data
leakage problem. This is a very important need for the capability to exchange confidential information securely
and easily as the organization is dealing with sensitive payroll data. This is done by doing a detailed study and a
case research on Data Leakage Prevention technology in organization.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
The issue of data loss or data breach has been one of the biggest fears that most of the organizations face
today. In some organizations, there is a wide hole in controlled and in secure environment which was created to
protect electronic resources. This hole is the way where the business and individuals communicate with each
other over the Internet [2].
Data loss prevention (DLP) is interested in identifying sensitive data and also is one of the most critical issues
facing CIOs, CSOs and CISOs. DLP is now today’s strict regulatory and ultra competitive environment. In
creating and implementing a DLP strategy, the task can seem to be intimidating. For this the effective solutions
are available. This paper presents best practices for preventing leaks, enforcing compliance, protecting
company’s brand value and reputation in organization [3].
The data loss issue is being exposed from confidential information about a customer to dozens of company’s
product files and documents being sent to a competitor. This can be caused in many ways either accidental or
deliberate, or even with insiders in realizing sensitive data about customer’s personal information, intellectual
property, or other confidential information in violation of company policies and regulatory requirements.
Here considering few of high-profile examples:
 AOL posts search engine data contains personal information about its members.
 DuPont employee leaks $400 million in intellectual property
 Former Ceridian employee who accidentally posts ID and also bank account data for 150 employees of
an advertising firm on a website
Like the above there are many more data loss problem occurred and the list goes on [4].
In organization, today’s employees with available access to electronically expose sensitive data, the scope of
sensitive data loss problem is greater than outsider’s threat protection.
In order to cover all the loss bearings, an organization has the potential to encounter:
 Data in motion – Any data that is moving through the network to the outside via the Internet.
 Data at rest – Data that resides in files systems, databases and other storage methods.
 Data at the endpoint – Data at the endpoints of the network (e.g. data on devices such as USB, external
drives, laptops, mobile devices, etc) [3, 4].
Now the world is connected using electronic communication where we are electrically connected in numerous
ways. It doesn’t matter where we are around the globe. Accessing the electronic data has become more crucial
in day-to -day business.
For instance, many companies have development offices at offshore level, and /or international level in which
all were exponentially increase the opportunity for data loss. Confidential information can travel even to the far
corners of the earth using simple email communication.
Over the years, organizations have spent large amount of resources in a motive to protect their information. In
their effort, majority was focused on preventing outsiders from hacking into the organization. Unintentional
information loss from employees and partners are the results of majority of all leaks in leading firms. Research
conducted on data loss prevention indicates that more than half of security breaches are caused by insiders. In an
organization, employees can cause a sudden damage for their company even with the simple click of a mouse
[3], [5].
III. EXISTING SYSTEM
There is a large security gap between the existing systems which are used to prevent the data leakage and the
real life scenario. Gap is sometimes called, the space between where we are and where we want to be. The gap
analysis is undertaken as means of bridging that space. It is a technique for determining the steps that are need to
be taken in moving form a current state to desired future state. It begins with questionnaire “what is” and
proceeds to “what should be” and finally highlights the gaps‟ that exist and need to be filled”.
Here comes what is security gap? Security gaps are nothing but the vulnerabilities or weakness in the
organization which is a threat and can be exploited to make an attack.
There are two ways of attacks such as External and Internal. External Attacks are those attacks which are
done by hackers and other people from the outside of an organization network. It is done by finding the
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vulnerability and exploiting that to make an attack. Malware infection, DDOS attack, Man in the middle are few
types of attack which are done to gain monetary benefits or to harm the organization assets.
Internal Attack is performed from the internal perimeter of the organization by a disgruntled employee,
contractors or vendors either for monetary benefits or to take away some confidential, sensitive data out of the
organization. Software code, PCI DSS information, financial reports, NER report are few examples of inside
attack which are performed from inside of the network.
Why the gap is a problem? The gap becomes a problem when there is a false feel of information security is
created as this false feeling does not protect against threats. This might due to the causes such as organization
may not be aware of information security risk to their operations, by default acceptance of unknown level of risk,
unconscious deciding on risk level, relaying on ineffective controls, not able to justify the spending of security,
etc.
Though organization has many security frameworks and techniques that are available today but the overall
security structure or measurements is far from acceptance. The false feel of security has various causes such as
interests, language, education, uncertainty, knowledge, view on process control, and methods to handle
information (in) security. All these can be looked at in various ways [6].
IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM
Data Leakage Prevention (DLP) is a computer security term which is used to identify, monitor, and protect
data in use, data in motion, and data at rest. DLP is used to identify sensitive content by using deep content
analysis to per inside files and with the use if network communications. DLP is mainly designed to protect
information assets in minimal interference in business processes. It also enforces protective controls to prevent
unwanted incidents. DLP can also be used to reduce risk, and to improve data management practices and even
lower compliance cost.
Data Loss Prevention is found to be the data leakage control mechanism that fits naturally with the
organizational structure of businesses.DLP is considered as preventive control which when applied helps
organization prevents data leakage of sensitive information (Personal identifiable information, financial
information, trade secrets etc.)
A. Usage of DLP Technology in contrast with other existing technologies in organization
There are various technologies being used in the organization to prevent data loss. Though these technologies
are very powerful but can help majorly an outside attack on data, whereas the current DLP technology deployed
is mainly focused on inside attacks
Below are the currently used technologies in the organization for preventing security breaches. Here we
concentrate on how these technologies are addressing the security issues in comparison with DLP.
1) Anti-Malware:
Anti-malware is software used to protect malware attacks on computers, this software get into the operating
system's core or kernel functions in the same way as malware, which attempt to operate from there. Each time
the operating system does some job, the anti-malware software checks that the OS is doing an approved task.
Though this anti-malware software works in real time environment very effectively but it only looks for
threats from outside, by scanning and signature validation it ensures that malware infection be removed. This
anti-malware software helps in data loss prevention from external threats but for internal threats it doesn't have
any mechanism.
2) Firewall:
Firewall is a software or hardware that helps in keeping network secure. Its objective is to control the
incoming and outgoing traffic of networks by analysing the data packets and determining whether it should be
allowed through or not. A network's firewall frames a brigade between an internal network (Secure), and an
external network, i.e. Internet (Insecure).
There are different types of Firewalls used in the organization, and it is one of the best security features to be
implemented. But the major problem here is Firewall works on Access Controlled List often know as ACL‟s.
These ACL‟s either allow or deny completely. For example if a rule is set to deny any outgoing traffic with
certain set of data, then it will block all such traffic and it will not even allow the legitimate traffic to flow.
3) IDS/IPS:
Intrusion detection system (IDS) is a device or software application that monitors network or system activities
for malicious activities. It identifies a potential security breach, and logs the information and gives an alert by
signaling.
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Intrusion prevention systems monitor network, system activities for malicious activity. It mainly identifies
malicious activity, log information, attempt to block/stop activity, and report activity.
Though both IDS/IPS and Firewall relate to network security, an intrusion detection system (IDS)
differs from a firewall in that a firewall looks outwardly for intrusions in order to stop them from happening.
Firewalls limit access between networks to prevent intrusion and do not signal an attack from inside the
network.
4) SIEM:
Security Information Event Management (SIEM) is a tool used on enterprise data networks to centralize the
storage of logs which was generated by the software running on the network. This has various features such as
gathering information, analysing the information and also presenting the information from network and security
devices; identity and access management applications; vulnerability management and policy compliance
tools; database logs; application logs; external threat data and OS. It monitors and helps manage user and
service privileges, and directory services; as well as providing log auditing and review and incident response.
Though this technology can collect events or logs and store for certain period of time but it doesn’t have the
capabilities of preventing/protecting data loss
All the above technologies are used to prevent external attacks and act very minimal for preventing
Insider attacks/threats.
In contrast to the above technologies used for Loss Protection/Prevention, DLP provides a policybased approach to secure data. It enables customers to classify their sensitive data, discover data across the
enterprise, enforce controls, and generate reports to ensure compliance with established policies.
V. PROPOSED PLAN OF WORK
To prevent data loss in the organization by using Data Loss Prevention technology, the organization is in need
for the capability to exchange confidential information securely and easily.
1. Confidential Data
 Credit Card / Client Information
 Customer privileged data
 Employee personal data
 Business Confidential data
2. Secure data from
 Employee Error, Employee Theft
Data stored in any storage device can be leaked in two different ways.
1. If the system is hacked.
2.

If internal resource intentionally/ un-intentionally makes the data public.

Hacking can be prevented by carefully configuring your Firewalls and other security devices. We will be
discussing the second scenario i.e. if an internal resource makes the sensitive data public. Consider the
possibility of an employee leaking the sensitive data. Now there are various ways in which data can leave the
organization via internet, Email, webmail, FTP etc. Consider the possibility that an employee needs to forward
the confidential data through Email or and uploading those files on to a server which can be accessed by outside
world. Before reaching that confidential data to the unauthorized person we need to enforce some policies in
order to avoid the violation of the organization health.
To achieve the primary requirement is to scan the whole outbound traffic. We will maintain the DLP (data
link prevention) server, which would scan the complete attachment to match the patterns. In case the patter
matches, the attachment will be corrupted with the User designed message and an automated response E-mail
will be sent out.
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The following figure shows the exact scenario.
Client

Router and
DLP Server

Recipient
Figure 1: Transmission of an Email between client and DLP server
For the execution of the above DLP solutions we will require the following modules:
1. Email System
2. DLP Server
3. DLP Algorithms for pattern matching
4. Router Programming
5. File corruption system
6. Integration module to integrate all modules
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Data discovery and classification is a prerequisite to a successful deployment of a Data Loss Prevention
solution. Understanding the data flows and classifying information enables organizations to protect sensitive
information while avoiding relatively benign information like family photos or grocery shopping lists.
DLP has helped the organization in providing a quick, practical framework to:
 Discovering sensitive information.

Protecting this information.
 Evaluating and refining DLP policies and rules once the knowledge is obtained about the nature of the
organization’s internal and external information flows.
After implementation the results were clearly seen in the organization as how the security gaps are filled on
all the three different modules for data loss prevention
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